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Join our Digital First community and sign up for online communications only, in time for next year's report. It's much less
fuss, much more interactive and you'll be .

We have modified aspects of our supply chain for exporting from UK warehouses and to prepare for potential
new customs requirements. It is recognised that the Group is exposed to risks wider than those listed. Music
retailer HMV added to the gloom, collapsing into administration shortly after Christmas. The directors are
responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the Company's website. These less material risks are kept in
view in case their likelihood or impact should show signs of increasing. In November it warned that sales were
unlikely to improve any time soon. The company intends to close 60 stores and change its fashion ranges, but
faces a struggle to win back young shoppers. The Group's indebtedness and outlook. Microsoft and Founders
Factory. After over a decade of failed turnaround programmes, the year-old retailer is now targeting
sustainable, profitable growth in three to five years by shutting stores by as it strives to make at least a third of
clothing and home sales online. Failure to do so creates the risk of a decline in market share. Analysts are also
forecasting a 2. Aldi will report on Monday and industry data from market researcher Kantar Worldpanel on
Tuesday will provide another guide to the big four's performance. Thank you for your feedback. We have got
too many legacy stores and historically have not closed stores fast enough. Debenhams, a store chain that is
more than years old, is axing one in four of its managers and considering closures to cut costs. Morrisons, the
number four player, reports on the nine weeks to Jan. Directors' Responsibility Statement The Annual Report
contains the following statements regarding responsibility for the financial statements in compliance with
DTR 4. That compared with a decline of 2. A condensed set of Marks and Spencer Group plc financial
statements and information on important events that have occurred during the year and their impact on the
financial statements were included in the Company's preliminary announcement on 22 May  To that end, it
plans to develop a new type of store that would better appeal to this group of shopper. This holistic approach
is needed to reduce year covering network security, identity and access the likelihood of attack or breach in an
environment management, security software development and project that is undergoing significant change
and facing an and programme assurance. For further information, please contact rns lseg. Maplin: electronics
and gadget stores, founded , also failed on 28 February. East: fashion brand with nearly 50 outlets folded in
January. On Tuesday the retailer said it would close of its high-street stores, which sell clothing, homewares
and food, by  It sprang a positive surprise with a late surge in online demand offsetting steep falls in sales in
stores. Related Articles. Multiyork: furniture chain with 50 stores went into administration in November. Page
and note references in the text below refer to page numbers in the Annual Report and Financial Statements 
This includes building additional food stock cover in EU markets and setting up an ambient warehouse outside
Paris. Multiyork: furniture chain with 50 stores went into administration in November. Professional status is
maintained through customer health and consumer confidence that face all training and an independently
validated Continuing food retailers, while also considering how external Professional Development
Programme. Thank you for your feedback. Analysts have highlighted a disconnect between supportive
economic factors - with consumers' real earnings growing and employment levels high - and an apparent
reluctance to spend, partly due to uncertainty over Britain's departure from the European Union at the end of
March. We have got too many legacy stores and historically have not closed stores fast enough. While an
orderly outlining risks and actions being undertaken. This announcement is not a substitute for reading the full
Annual Report and Financial Statements. The first phase of achieving objectives. Targeted reviews of
third-party control compliance. The company intends to close 60 stores and change its fashion ranges, but
faces a struggle to win back young shoppers. Analysts are on average forecasting a like-for-like sales fall of 0.
It has warned that profits have been hit by lower than expected sales, with profit margins also down as a result
of having to cut prices to match rivals.


